
INDUSTRIAL PERFORMANCE 
HIGH DUST HANDLING CAPACITY
VERSATILE + MOBILE

INDUSTRIAL EXTRACTION

The HiVax 303 is a high power heavy duty industrial vacuum designed for 

vacuuming applications with large amounts of dust and materials. It is suitable 
for production processes for intermittent direct dust extraction from machinery, 
as well as heavy duty cleaning in dusty environments. High dust loads can be 

handled due to efficient filtration with a large high quality main star filter, 
equipped with filter shaker, and a optional filter cartridge (which can be upgraded 
to HEPA standards for fine/toxic dusts). The fully removeable 75 litre dust 
container makes storing and emptying the collected contents an easy job. A 

stainless steel body and a mobile but compact frame provides durability and 
flexibility. The HiVax 303 gives all round cleaning performance + versatility.
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Industrial Vacuum Cleaner



61

76.3

Standard - Polyester - HEPA

0.3 m2

23500 / 2400

300

3 x 1000

HiVax 303

90 x 66 x 155

0.7 m2 Polyester Needle Felt, 

cleanable, high efficiency, 

water & oil resistant, max. 

temp. 140OC

75

Bypass

220-240/50-60 

Secondary Cartridge filter 

(optional)

Vacuum (max) [Pa/mm H2O]

Voltage-Phase [V/Hz]

Motor cooling

Airflow (max) [m3/h]

Primary (main) Star Filter

Sound level [dB]

Dimensions (l x w x h) [cm]

Weight (w/o accessories) [kg]

Tank capacity (nett) [litres]

Motor Power [W]

SPECIFICATIONS

INDUSTRIAL EXTRACTION

3 x 1000W (or 2 x 1000W) 

suction fans provide strong suction

Bypass cooling prolongs motor 

operating life

Convenience of single phase 

supply requirement for versatility

EC style socket for attaching 

power tools during vacuuming

Power supply indicator light

High capacity 75 litres (nett) 

stainless steel dust container, allows 

for large amounts of materials to be 

collected in one shift.

Entire tank can be detached for 

emptying dust, with castors for easy 

movement.

Plastic disposal bags may be 

used for easy disposal.

High efficiency 

polyester needle felt 

main filter (0.7 m2) 

handles fine dusts 

easily and is cleanable 

by shaking handle. Oil, 

water and heat 

resistant (to 140OC).

Vacuum gauge and 

filter blockage 

indicator warns of filter

status 
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Construction + Features

DUST MATERIAL & FUME EXTRACTION

Shaking 

handle 

cleans 

main filter 

from dust

deposits

○KS 06061Polyester (high eff., wet/dry) filter cartridge

○KS 02995HEPA filter cartridge

○KS 02855Filter cartridge holder (required)

○

●KS 00513Straight PVC extension tube (x 2)

CARTRIDGE FILTERS [○ optional]

○KS 02852Standard (cellulose) filter cartridge

○KS 02823Filter cartridge cage (required)

KS 00520Flexible Hose, (w/o cuffs, per metre)

●KS 00518Triangle bulk pick-up nozzle

●KS 00517Round dusting brush

●KS 00516Crevice nozzle

●KS 03893/50Wet pick-up floor nozzle

●KS 03892/50Dry pick-up floor nozzle

●KS 02364  Suction wand, steel (2 straight + 1 curved tube)

●KSKX 02368Flexible Hose, c/w cuffs, 2.5 m

ACCESSORIES Ø 50mm [● standard, ○ optional]

A wide range of 

hoses and 

accessories for 

various applications. 

A optional 

discharge hose for 

liquids is available
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Polyester Needle 

Felt Star Filter 

(KSKX 07462-bag)

Integrated conveyor 

cone for better dust

seperation into the dust 

container and reduction 

of filter clogging.  

Inlet deflector assists 

in cyclonic seperation of 

dust into container

.    A secondary cartridge 

filter (optional) provides 

further filtration for finer 

dusts and as a safety factor; 

including HEPA filter option.

HiVax 303 (2): with 2 x 1000 W also available upon 

request. Specs. may differ slightly
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